Kid’s Fitting Chart

The Athlete’s Foot take great care to ensure we get the right measurements for growing feet. If you are unable to get into one of stores to be fitted by one of our Fit Technicians, use this useful size guide to you choose the right fit for your child.

1. Place the sizing chart on the ground against the wall.

2. Position your child on the paper. Have them stand up nice and straight with their heel on lined up on the “place heel here” mark. Ensure their feet are spaced evenly apart and they are putting their full weight on the foot.

3. Using a ruler or pen, mark their size on the paper, rounding up if they are between sizes.

Notes

Feet tend to swell during daily activity, its best to measure later in the day when their feet have expanded.

Most of us have one foot bigger than the other so be sure to measure both feet.

Make sure you measure to the longest toe which may not always be the big toe.

Print Accuracy Check

Place credit card here to ensure scale is correct.